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C H A P T E R  4

Problem Solving with EXCEL 5
4.1 MOLAR VOLUME AND COMPRESSIBILITY FROM REDLICH-KWONG

EQUATION

4.1.1 Concepts Demonstrated

Analytical solution of the cubic Redlich-Kwong equation for compressibility fac-tor and calculation of the molar volume at various reduced temperature andpressure values. 
4.1.2 Numerical Methods Utilized

Solution of a set of explicit equations.
4.1.3 Excel Options and Functions Demonstrated

Explicit solution involving definition of constants and arithmetic formulas, arith-metic functions, creating series, absolute and relative addressing, if statementsand logical functions, two-input data tables and XY (scatter) plots.
4.1.4 Problem Definition

The R-K equation is usually written (Shacham et al.7)
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and P = pressure in atmV = molar volume in liters/g-molT = temperature in KR = gas constant (R = 0.08206 (atm·liter/g-mol·K))Tc = critical temperature in KPc = critical pressure in atm
The compressibility factor is given by

(4-4)

Equation (4-1) can be written, after considerable algebra, in terms of the com-pressibility factor as a cubic equation (see Seader and Henley6)
(4-5)

where
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in which Pr is the reduced pressure (P/Pc) and Tr is the reduced temperature (T/Tc). Equation (4-5) can be solved analytically for three roots. Some of these rootsare complex. Considering only the real roots, the sequence of calculationsinvolves the steps
(4-10)
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If  there is one real solution for z given by
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where
(4-14)

(4-15)

If C < 0, there are three real solutions
   k = 1, 2, 3 (4-16)

where
(4-17)

In the supercritical region when , two of these solutions are negative, sothe maximal zk is selected as the true compressibility factor. 

Table 4–1  Reduced Pressures and Temperatures for Calculation

Pr Pr Pr Pr Pr Tr
0.1 2 4 6 8 1

0.2 2.2 4.2 6.2 8.2 1.2

0.4 2.4 4.4 6.4 8.4 1.5

0.6 2.6 4.6 6.6 8.6 2.0

0.8 2.8 4.8 6.8 8.8 3.0

1 3 5 7 9

1.2 3.2 5.2 7.2 9.2

1.4 3.4 5.4 7.4 9.4

1.6 3.6 5.6 7.6 9.6

1.8 3.8 5.8 7.8 9.8
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(a) Use POLYMATH to calculate the volume of steam (critical temperatureis Tc = 647.4 K and critical pressure is Pc = 218.3 atm) at Tr = 1.0 andPr = 1.2. Compare your result with the value obtained from a physicalproperty data base (V = 0.052456 L/g-mol). Also complete the calcula-tion for Tr = 3.0 and Pr = 10 (V = 0.0837 L/g-mol). Carry out both calcu-lations only if the parameter C > 0.  (b) Calculate the compressibility factor and the molar volume of steamusing Excel for the reduced temperatures and reduced pressures listedin Table 4–1. Prepare a table and a plot of the compressibility factorversus Pr and Tr as well as a table and a plot of the molar volume ver-sus pressure and Tr. The pressure and the volume should be in a loga-rithmic scale in the second plot.  
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4.1.5 Solution

(a) The set of explicit equations is entered into the POLYMATH Nonlinear Equa-tions Solver program for solution is shown in Table 4–2.

 Note that the row numbers have been added only to help with the explana-tion; they are not part of the POLYMATH input. Some explanation is included inthe POLYMATH input in form of optional comments (text that starts with the“#” sign and ends with the end of the line). In this particular problem the calcula-tions can be carried out sequentially; thus all the equations are entered asexplicit equations of the form: x = an expression, where x is a variable name. Avariable name must start with an English letter and may contain English let-ters, numbers and the underscore sign “_”. Note that no special characters, sub-scripts or superscripts, Greek letters, parentheses and arithmetic operators(such as +, / etc.) are allowed.    In expressions, the multiplications sign “*” must be explicitly typed every-where it is needed. For division the / (backslash) operator is used, for exponentia-tion the “^” operator and calculating square root the sqrt function are used.POLYMATH supports only the use of the round parentheses “( )”. It is importantto use enough pairs of parentheses, especially when division is involved, toobtain the correct sequence of calculations. The equations can be entered into POLYMATH in any order as POLY-MATH reorders the equations so that variables are calculated, appearing on theleft hand side of the equal sign, before they appear in an expression on the right

Table 4–2  Equation Set in the POLYMATH Nonlinear Equation Solver - File P2-01A.POL

Line Equation, # Comment

1 R = 0.08206 # Gas constant (L-atm/g-mol-K)

2 Tc = 647.4 # Critical temperature (K)

3 Pc = 218.3 # Critical pressure (atm)

4 a = 0.42747 * R ^ 2 * Tc ^ (5 / 2) / Pc # Eq.(4-2), RK equation constant

5 b = 0.08664 * R * Tc / Pc # Eq.(4-3),RK equation constant

6 Pr = 1.2 # Reduced pressure (dimensionless)

7 Tr = 1 # Reduced temperature (dimensionless)

8 r = Asqr * B # Eq.(4-6)

9 q = B ^ 2 + B - Asqr # Eq.(4-7)

10 Asqr = 0.42747 * Pr / (Tr ^ 2.5) # Eq.(4-8)

11 B = 0.08664 * Pr / Tr # Eq.(4-9)

12 C = (f/3) ^ 3 + (g / 2) ^ 2 # Eq.(4-10)

13 f = (-3 * q - 1) / 3 # Eq.(4-11)

14 g = (-27 * r - 9 * q - 2) / 27 # Eq.(4-12)

15 z =  If (C > 0) Then (D + E + 1 / 3) Else (0) # Eq.(4-13), Compressibility factor 

16 D =  If (C > 0) Then ((-g / 2 + sqrt(C)) ^ (1 / 3)) Else (0) # Eq.(4-14)

17 E1 =  If (C > 0) Then (-g / 2 - sqrt(C)) Else (0) # Eq.(4-15)

18 E =  If (C > 0) Then ((sign(E1) * (abs(E1)) ^ (1 / 3))) Else (0) # Eq.(4-15)

19 P = Pr * Pc # Pressure (atm)

20 T = Tr * Tc # Temperature (K)

21 V = z * R * T / P # Molar volume (L/g-mol)
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hand side of the equal sign. In the set of equations given in Table 4–2 for exam-ple, POLYMATH will first calculate f in line 13 and then g in line 14 before calcu-lating C in line 12. The calculation of the compressibility factor for the case where C > 0 is car-ried out by the equations in lines 15-18 in Table 4–2. Calculations with variablesE1 and E in lines 17 and 18 deal with possible negative cube roots. Note that thePOLYMATH if statement ensures that the variables are calculated if C > 0, oth-erwise zero value is substituted for them. The syntax of the if statement is:
x = if (condition) then (expression 1) else (expression 2)

The condition may include the following operators: and, or (Boolean opera-tors), >, <, >=, <=, == (equals). The expressions may be any formula, includinganother 'if' statement. Note that Equations (4-16) and (4-17) for calculating thecompressibility factor if C < 0 are not included in the equation set of Table 4–2. The POLYMATH solution obtained for Tr = 1.0 and Pr = 1.2 is V = 0.052298L/g-mol; this is about 0.2% different from the value from the physical propertydata base. The compressibility factor at this point is: z = 0.25788. At Tr = 3.0 andPr = 10 the POLYMATH solutions obtained are V = 0.083655 L/g-mol (the sameas the given value) and z = 1.14586.
(b) The POLYMATH equation set can be exported to Excel by opening an Excelworkbook, entering the POLYMATH equation editor window, and pressing theExcel icon or F4 key. The Excel Worksheet that is automatically generated is par-tially shown in Figure 4–1. Column “A” indicates the type of the equations (all“Explicit” in this particular case). Column “B” shows the variable names, asdefined in the POLYMATH file while column “C” gives their numerical values.Column “C” actually contains the Excel formulas for calculating the variable val-

Figure 4–1  POLYMATH Equation Set Exported to Excel - File P4-01B1.XLS
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ues but these formulas can be seen only when pointing on a particular cell orwhen selecting the “View Formulas” option from the Excel “Tools/Options/View”dropdown menu.Columns “E” and “F” present the POLYMATH equations and comments(not completely shown) for documentation purposes. It is important to rememberthat only the Excel formulas, stored in column “C”, are used for calculations.Some of the Excel formulas generated are shown in Figure 4–2. Severalpoints are worth noting regarding these formulas: 1) Only the right hand side ofthe equations is included in the Excel formula. The value obtained is assigned tothe particular cell where the formula resides (it is not assigned to a particularvariable). 2) When the formula contains an expression, it must start with theequal (=) sign. If it contains only a numerical constant (like the value 0.08206),the omission of the equal sign is permitted. 3) The Excel formulas are very simi-lar to the POLYMATH equations except that the variable names are replaced bythe addresses of the cells where the particular variables are being calculated. 4)The Excel “If” statement is different from the POLYMATH “If” statement. Thecalculation of the compressibility factor given by z in cell C17 is carried out, forexample, by the formula 
=IF((C14 > 0),((C18 + C20) + (1 / 3)),0)

The molar volume and compressibility factor obtained by the Excel formu-las for Tr = 1.0 and Pr = 1.2 are the same as obtained by POLYMATH (see Table4–2); thus the correctness of the formulas has been verified. Now the calculationscan be carried out for all the Tr and Pr values shown in Table 4–1. This is accom-plished by the “Two Input Data Table” tool of Excel.First the framework of the Excel Table is prepared as shown in Figure 4–3by entering the desired Pr values listed into separate rows in column G (only

Figure 4–2  Some of the Excel Formulas of the Exported Problem - File P4-01B1.XLS

Figure 4–3  Preparation of a “Two Input Data Table” for Calculating Compressibility Factor Values -File P4-01B1.XLS
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part of the values are shown) and the Tr values are entered into separate col-umns in the 3rd row. The address of the calculated value of the compressibilityfactor (C17, see Figure 4–1) could be entered in the upper corner on the left sideof the table (cell H3). Since the compressibility factor should calculated only ifthe variable C > 0, the cell content should be modified to display only meaningfulvalues. This is achieved with an “If” statement in cell H3.
=IF(C17>0,C17,"Irrelevant")

Note that the headings entered in the row 2 are not essential parts of the table,but they are used for “Legend” in the graph to be prepared. After entering the Pr and Tr values and the address of the target result, theentire area of the table is selected and the Excel Table option from the Datamenu is chosen, as shown in Figure 4–4. The address of the parameter Tr (C9,see Figure 4–1) is specified as the Row Input Cell, since the Tr values are enteredin a row, and the address of the parameter Pr (C8) is specified as the ColumnInput Cell. After clicking on the OK button, the Excel Table is filled with the compress-ibility factors corresponding to the desired reduced temperatures and reducedpressures. Partial results of the calculations are shown in Figure 4–5.     

Figure 4–4  Selection of Row and Column Input Cells for the Excel Data Table - File P4-01B1.XLS

Figure 4–5  Partial Results for Compressibility Factor Calculation for various Pr and Tr - File P4-01B1.XLS
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The generated table in the Excel worksheet can be used for preparing theplot (of type: XY, scatter) of the compressibility factor z (on the Y axis) versus Pr(on the X axis) and Tr (parameter). Figure 4–6 shows the resulting Excel plot.
The molar volume at various Pr and Tr values can be calculated by generat-ing a two input data table similar to the one shown in Figure 4–5. In this case,the address of the calculated value of the molar volume (C23, see Figure 4–1) isentered in the upper corner on the left side of the table. After the table is gener-ated a new column containing the pressure values is added to the left of the col-umn which contains the Pr values, as shown in Table 4–7. This table can be usedfor preparing the plot (of type: XY, scatter) of the molar volume (on the Y axis)versus P (on the X axis) and Tr (parameter). After the plot is prepared the “For-mat axis” options for both the X and Y axes have to be used to change the scalesto logarithmic. The resultant plot is shown in Figure 4–8. 

Figure 4–6  Compressibility Factor of Steam versus Pr and Tr - File P4-01B1.XLS

Figure 4–7  Two Input Table for Molar Volume - File P4-01B2.XLS
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The problem solution files are found in directory CHAPTER 4 and desig-nated P4-01A.POL, P4-01B1.XLS and P4-01B2.XLS

Figure 4–8  Molar Volume of Steam versus Pr and Tr - File P4-01B2.XLS


